
We’re not like the 
other guys.

At IC Realtime, our 
goal is to ensure that 
our customers have 
the best experience, 
no matter what it 
takes.

True security is 24/7.
IC Home cameras can be used with local recorders to capture 
everything. Motion triggers capture the whole event.

Protect what matters.
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256-bit Encryption
Your Data is Yours
Video History
Instant Alerts

IC Home Cloud
Cloud Storage is 
availible starting at just 
$3/mo for 30 days and 
can be upgraded up to 
a full year.

IC Home

Get the best performance
from your InterCams™

Install close to a power outlet
Use WIFI extenders to boost signal
Place near corners for wide coverage

Use included pads to stabilize camera
Do not face directly into bright light
Do not install near speakers or air vents

Follow Us



Integration?
Totally!

Privacy?
Yes, Please!

We believe in privacy.

Your account information is 
private and protected by 256 
bit AES level encryptions.

IC Realtime does not harvest or sell personal data. We use an 
End-User Agreement that protects you. Your account info is secured 
by a 256-bit AES Encryption and videos are protected at 128-bit.

IC Home Is Disrupting The
Markplace In Quality & Privacy

Why Choose IC Home

IC Home’s line of products have an open 
RTSP stream making them home system 
automation ready & ready to connect to 
a local network recorder. Equipped with 
on-device SD cards for recording and 
playback without a cloud subscription. IC 
Home productscan be setup in a matter 
of minutes out of the box.

Pull RTSP streams from 
smart home automation 
systems such as Savant.

Simple Agreement 
Cloud Alternative
Works Out of Box
Integration Ready
7-year warranty
Stellar Support

That Benefit You Most

24 / 7
Protection

Secure
& Reliable

Always 
Connected

Two-Way
Talk

Full HD
Video

Subscription
Not Required

Untouchable Features

We’re not like the other guys. At IC Realtime our goal is to ensure that 
our customers have the best experience, no matter what it takes.  

ORB
Compact 360° pan & 
90° Tilt human smart 
tracking camera with a 
built-in privacy mode 
and two way talk.

ORB OUTDOOR
Compact outdoor 360° 
pan & 90° Tilt human 
smart tracking camera 
with a built-in privacy 
mode and two way talk.

FLOODER
Ultra Bright 2000lm 
WiFi enabled video 
floodlight with PIR 
Detection and a 140° 
field of view. 

GUARDI
Indoor camera with a 
131° field of view, 
human detection, 
unusual sound alerts, 
and two way talk.

DINGER
Sleek 2MPvideo 
doorbell equipped with 
PIR detection, IR night 
vision, and compatible 
with existing chimes.

DINGER PRO
Modern 4MP video 
doorbell equipped with 
PIR detection, IR night 
vision, and compatible 
with existing chimes.
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